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MINCHER: This is Bill Mincher with another in a series of short interviews we have been doing with people who have been through the new John Jay Nissen Baking Corp. Plant in Brewer. Now you have enjoyed the wholesome bread because of its fine texture, oven fresh qualities, and delicious flavor. I am sure that you would enjoy it even more if you could see the outstanding sanitary conditions under which wholesome bread is prepared and baked. We have with us here at the present time Miss Norma Wilks of 71 Broadway in Bangor who has been through the plant. I would like to ask you Miss Wilks what did you think of this new plant here in Brewer?

MISS WILKS: It is just fascinating.

MINCHER: Did you find that any particular spot was more interesting than another?

MISS WILKS: No. It just amazes me that they can put out so much bread with this machinery the way it is.

MINCHER: Have you been through the complete plant, watched the entire process?

MISS WILKS: No, not yet.

MINCHER: Well, I don't want to take you away from that, so we will turn you loose. I am sure that you will enjoy the rest of the tour. Thank you very much.
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